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Abstract 

 

Gyrokinetic Stability Studies of the Microtearing Mode in the National Spherical Torus 

Experiment H-mode 

J. A. BAUMGAERTEL (University of Washington, Seattle, WA, 98105) 

M. H. REDI, R. V. BUDNY, G. REWOLDT (Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, 

NJ, 08543) W. DORLAND (University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742) 

Insight into plasma microturbulence and transport is being sought using linear simulations of drift 

waves on the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX), following a study of drift wave 

modes on the Alcator C-Mod Tokamak. Microturbulence is likely generated by instabilities of 

drift waves, which cause transport of heat and particles. Understanding this transport is important 

because the containment of heat and particles is required for the achievement of practical nuclear 

fusion. Microtearing modes may cause high heat transport through high electron thermal 

conductivity. It is hoped that microtearing will be stable along with good electron transport in the 

proposed low collisionality International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER). Stability 

of the microtearing mode is investigated for conditions at mid-radius in a high density NSTX 

high performance (H-mode) plasma, which is compared to the proposed ITER plasmas. The 

microtearing mode is driven by the electron temperature gradient, and is believed to be mediated 

by ion collisions and magnetic shear. Calculations are based on input files produced by TRXPL 

following TRANSP (a time-dependent transport analysis code) analysis. The variability of 

unstable mode growth rates is examined as a function of ion and electron collisionalities using the 

parallel gyrokinetic computational code GS2. Results show the microtearing mode stability 

dependence for a range of plasma collisionalities. Computation verifies analytic predictions that 

higher collisionalities than in the NSTX experiment increase microtearing instability growth 

rates, but that the modes are stabilized at the highest values. There is a transition of the dominant 

mode in the collisionality scan to ion temperature gradient character at both high and low 

collisionalities. The calculations suggest that plasma electron thermal confinement may be greatly 

improved in the low-collisionality ITER.
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I. Introduction 

 

High anomalous plasma electron thermal conductivity, 

! 

"
e
, and its associated heat 

transport has been a troubling problem in tokamak experiments for decades. The National 

Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) [1] exhibits extraordinarily good ion heat 

confinement and so provides an outstanding testbed to study electron thermal losses [2,3]. 

It is generally believed that the transport of plasma heat and particles is caused by 

microturbulence, which is likely generated by instabilities of drift waves. The 

containment of heat and particles is essential for the achievement of practical nuclear 

fusion. Therefore, it is an important consideration in the design of tokamaks, such as the 

proposed International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) [4-6]. Plasma 

microturbulence and transport is here investigated using linear gyrokinetic simulations of 

drift microtearing modes on NSTX. Implications for ITER thermal confinement will be 

drawn. Although H-mode NSTX densities and temperatures are much smaller than those 

planned for ITER, results from these simulations strongly support further computation of 

microtearing instabilities for ITER-like plasmas. 

ITER is a high aspect ratio (A=R/a~3) tokamak, which will be built in Cadarache, 

France; completion expected in 2016. ITER will be a burning plasma experiment that is 

intended to provide sufficient insights into the physics and engineering required for a 

prototype fusion reactor. 

A plasma drift wave is an oscillation of plasma particle densities and currents and 

their electrostatic and electromagnetic fields. They are caused by particle drifts due to the 

electric (E ) and magnetic (B ) fields in the tokamak plasma, such as the BE! drift of 
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particles (Ref. [7], chapter 2). Charged particles move in a helical fashion around 

magnetic field lines, and in the presence of an electric field, they drift out of their helical 

orbits in a direction perpendicular to both E  andB . Drifts can also arise from curvature 

of magnetic field lines and magnetic field gradients.  

 Components of the microturbulent electrostatic and electromagnetic fields may be 

written as 

! 

S(k,")ei(kx#"t ){ }, each mode described by frequencies, ! , and wave vectors, k . 

!k is perpendicular to the magnetic field line which wraps around a magnetic flux 

surface. The sign of !  denotes the direction gyration of the wave about the field line—

the ion direction (positive ! ) or electron (negative ! ). Further details about drift wave 

physics may be found in reference [7], chapter 8.  

The microtearing mode is a long wavelength, electromagnetic drift wave 

instability, with odd parity in the eigenfunctions of the electrostatic field. On NSTX 

gyrokinetic calculations find the normalized wave vectors in the range 

! 

0.1< k"#s < 5.0 , 

where 

! 

"
s
#

m
s
T
e

eB
 [8-10]. The microtearing mode creates small perturbations in the 

perpendicular magnetic field, pushing the field line towards the outside of the tokamak. 

The electrons follow the field lines, and carry their thermal energy with them away from 

the core, where high heat is necessary. Its longer wavelength MHD relative, the tearing 

mode, causes larger electromagnetic perturbations and can result in small magnetic 

islands. 

Linear theory shows that the microtearing instability is driven by an electron 

temperature gradient, in the case of collisional plasma, and suppressed by magnetic shear. 

Analytic studies show that microtearing is mediated by collisionality and plasma 
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resistivity. It is predicted that the microtearing mode is stable for high collision rates [7]. 

For moderate collision rates, the electron temperature gradient term dominates in the 

growth rate equation, driving the mode unstable [7]. However, for zero collisionality, 

analytic studies predict that the thermal force disappears and stabilizes the mode [7]. 

These predictions will be tested. 

 

II. Materials and Methods 
 

A. GS2 Input Preparation 
 

To investigate the drift wave microturbulence as a function of collisionality, linear 

calculations of drift wave stability for data from NSTX shot 108730 [2, 8] were carried 

out using the massively parallel gyrokinetic code GS2 [11]. Figure 1 shows the time 

history of the shot and the time of interest at 0.4 seconds. The applied neutral beam 

power, plasma current, temperatures, Dα emission, and output heat profiles have reached 

a near steady state. The densities are still slowly increasing. Figure 2 depicts the radial 

profiles of the temperatures, electron density, and q for times 0.6 and 0.4 seconds. The 

calculations were carried out for a radius r/a of 0.65 and a time of 0.4 seconds.  

The time dependent transport analysis code TRANSP [12] was used to analyze data 

from #108730 and TRXPL was used to create GS2 input files from the TRANSP output. 

These input files provide information such as specification of the plasma equilibrium 

configuration, the plasma location of interest, and parameters for each of the plasma 

species, including density, temperature, gradients of the density and temperature, and 

collisionalities (see Table I). An analytical Miller model equilibrium [13] is used, based 

on experimental data. The NSTX plasma was modeled with four species: electrons, 
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deuterium, carbon impurities, and trace amounts of deuterium beam ions. The density at 

0.65 is quite high, about 

! 

5.5 "10
13
/cm

3, while the temperatures are about 0.5KeV. Table 

I shows the input parameters of the base case. NSTX is a low-aspect ratio spherical torus; 

the modeled shot #108730 has aspect ratio, R/a=1.7. 

In GS2, the collisionalities are calculated using a Lorentz collision model [14]. 

The Lorentz collision operator, 

! 

C( fa ) , is also called the pitch-angle scattering operator, 

where 

! 

" =#
||
/#  is the pitch angle. For electrons scattering off of electrons and slow ions: 

(1)  

! 

dfe

dt
= C( fe ) = " e (E)

1

2

#

#$
1%$ 2( )

#fe
#$

& 

' 
( 

) 

* 
+ ,  

where 

! 

fe  is a distribution function of electrons. It can be shown [8] that  

(2)  

! 

" e (E) = " ei

#
2e

#

$ 

% 
& 

' 

( 
) 

3

Zeff + Hee (# /# 2e )[ ] , where 

! 

"
2e
# (2T

e
/m

e
)
1/ 2, and  

(3)  

! 

"
ei
# 4$n

e
e
4 log% /[(2T

e
)3 / 2m

e

1/ 2
].  

The electron collisionality input parameter for GS2 is 

(4)  

! 

vnewke = " eia
mref

2Tref

# 

$ 
% % 

& 

' 
( ( 

1/ 2

= 0.002791
ne19 log)

Te,keV
3 / 2

amAref

1/ 2

Tref ,keV
1/ 2

. 

The electron density, ne19, is in units of 1019/m3, normalizing scale 

! 

a
m
 is in meters, and the 

normalizing reference species has temperature Tref,keV and atomic mass Aref.  

 The ion-ion collisionality parameters are derived in terms of vnewke. Using an 

approximation that combines slow and fast ion collisions, the vnewki are given by 

(5) 

! 

vnewk i = vnewk e
me

mi

" 

# 
$ 

% 

& 
' 

1/ 2

Te

Ti

" 

# 
$ 

% 

& 
' 

3 / 2

Zi

2 n jZ j

2

ne

2

1+ (Ai /A j )
1/ 2
(Tj /Ti)

1/ 2

j

( , where j sums 

over all species colliding with species i. See Ref. 15 for a detailed discussion of GS2 

collisionalities. 
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B. Gyrokinetic Calculations 

The perturbed distribution function of the plasma particles is given by the solution 

(6)                ,     

where ),,( xKg µ  satisfies the gyrokinetic equation: 

(7) !
"

#
$
%

&
+'

!
!
"

#

$
$
%

& ()*
'

+

+
'=(+)(+

+

+ ,
, ||

1
||||0

00
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)(2
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g µ-
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.
kb

vkb .  

 K is the kinetic energy of the particles, ! and ||A  are perturbed potentials, BB/b = , j
e is 

the charge of the particle j, jjcj mBe /=!  is the cyclotron frequency of particle j, 

)(0 zJ and )(1 zJ are Bessel functions, ||v and !v are components of the particle velocity, 

!k is the perpendicular wave vector (inversely proportional to the wavelength of the drift 

wave), 
g
v is the guiding center velocity, and cjkz !/v""= . (Reference [7], chapter 2.) 

Computations were performed on the Department of Energy National Energy 

Research Scientific Computing Center’s (NERSC) IBM 6000 SP, nicknamed Seaborg. 

Each simulation used four nodes, sixteen processors per node and took approximately 90 

minutes to complete on the IBM SP. 

The gyrokinetic calculations yield growth rates, ! , and real frequencies, ! , for each 

wave vector of the simulated drift wave. These values were examined for converged 

instability (positive ! and corresponding! ) after 10,000-50,000 timesteps in each case, 

and were plotted with EXCEL. The code GS2 also solves for the eigenfunctions of the 

electrostatic and the two components of the electromagnetic field for each wave vector. 

The ion temperature gradient (ITG) range of normalized wave vectors, 0.1 to 0.8, was 

chosen in order to model the longest wavelength microtearing instabilities, considered to 

!
!
"

#

$
$
%

&

'
'

(

)

*
*

+

, -.
+

/

/
+= 00

cj

j ig
K

f
eff

1
2

kbv
exp0
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be the most significant.  

Hundreds of linear stability calculations were carried out, scaling specified input 

parameters for each case.  In the ITG simulations run for Alcator C-Mod in reference 

[16], changes in parameters for new input files were tediously calculated by hand. The 

process was drastically improved with the construction of a utility script, written in 

PERL, to efficiently create input files with the desired modifications. 

 

III. Results 

The collisionality parameters for all species, 

! 

" j , in GS2 were scaled by real factors, 

Kν, such that 

! 

" j = K"" j

exp , where Kν ∈ [0, 10].  The instability growth rates for each 

wave vector in the GS2 output files were examined for convergence after 5000-10,000 

timesteps. Table II lists the maximum growth rates and real frequencies for each run. 

Maximum growth rates and corresponding real frequencies are plotted in Figure 3 for the  

scaling factor Kν. 

The sign of the real frequency and the parity of the electrostatic eigenfunction were 

used to identify the dominant drift wave mode at each growth rate. Negative real 

frequency and odd eigenfunction parity is characteristic of the microtearing mode, while 

a positive real frequency and even eigenfunction parity signifies the ITG mode. Figure 4 

shows the evolution of the electrostatic eigenfunctions for the fastest growing mode as 

collisionality is increased from zero to ten. 
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IV. Discussion and Conclusion 
 

Earlier work has shown [8] that the fastest growing drift wave mode at long 

wavelength (the ITG range) in this NSTX H-mode experiment changed for zero 

collisionality from microtearing to ITG. This computational result is reproduced in Figs. 

3-4: the eigenfunctions have definite even parity when collisionalities are set to zero, and 

the real frequencies become positive. We have now found that the microtearing mode 

becomes subdominant to the ITG as collisionalities increase above Kν=4. 

Analytic studies have predicted that the microtearing mode should disappear for low 

and high collisionality [7]. Our results support these conclusions. The growth rates in 

Figure 3 decrease as collisionality increases, the microtearing mode stabilizes and may 

become stable at higher collisionalities. As collisionality is lowered, the mode increases 

slowly before it is dominated by the ITG. The ITG growth rates peak around Kν=0.01 and 

then decrease at lower collisionalities. We wish to point out that at very high and low 

collisionality, Kν<0.3 and Kν>3, the calculations may not be accurate, as densities and 

temperatures should be self-consistent with collisionalities.  

A recent decision to site the ITER burning plasma experiment motivates a 

comparison between this NSTX experiment and the ITER design parameters. We 

compare the NSTX parameters to three planned plasmas: ITER-FEAT and more recent 

modest ITER plan parameters are in Table III. The ITER aspect ratios are all near 3, 

higher than the NSTX H-mode case being studied.  

Estimates to compare collisionalities of the ITER scenarios and the NSTX H-mode 

case can be made from 

! 

"
ii
 [4],  
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 (8)  

! 

"
ii
(0)#

n
i

m
i

1/ 2
T
i

3 / 2

$ 

% 
& 

' 

( 
)  

Because NSTX uses deuterium plasmas and ITER uses a 50-50 deuterium-tritium mix, 

the ratio of masses will be 2/2.5. The three ITER scenarios (Table III) correspond to 

effective scaling factor Kν~0.05, 0.03, and 0.02, using central density and temperature 

values for NSTX and ITER-FEAT and half radius values for the most recent ITER 

proposals. 

These conclusions have important implications for ITER thermal confinement. Figure 

3 suggests that in the low-collisionality ITER, the microtearing mode may be stable, 

leaving the ITG as the dominant drift wave instability. There are recent methods believed 

to be capable of controlling the ITG, which causes ion thermal transport [3]. ITG 

turbulence can be suppressed by sheared 

! 

E "B  flow [17], formation of transport barriers 

through negative magnetic shear [18] and control of such barriers [19]. Therefore, our 

study proposes that heat transport may be greatly reduced in ITER.  

 

Future Work 

 It would be interesting to study the effects on the microtearing instability of 

changing plasma parameters to check the transition from NSTX to typical planned ITER 

plasma scenarios. A nonlinear check of the robustness of the linear simulations would be 

worthwhile, as would extensive nonlinear calculations to compare the electron thermal 

conductivity, 

! 

"
e
, and heat flux to experiment to show whether or not the microtearing 

drift mode causes high 

! 

"
e
. Studies of the effects of plasma resistivity and beta (ratio of 

plasma pressure to magnetic pressure) would be informative. Finally, questions remain 
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about physics underlying some of the observations: Why does the ITG dominate below 

Kν=0.25 and above Kν=4? Why does the ITG growth rate decrease as collisionality 

approaches zero, and why does the eigenfunction become double peaked ITG above 

Kν=4? 
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Table I. Plasma parameters of NSTX simulation at 0.4 seconds. 

Parameter    r/a~0.65 

q      2.54 

! 

ˆ s      1.58 

Td/Te     0.97 

Tc/Te     0.97 

TDbeam/Te    42  

-aref∇ne/ne=-aref∇nc/nc   0.14 

-aref∇nd/nd    0.09     

-aref∇nDbeam/nDbeam   10.6  

-aref∇Te/Te    3.08 

-aref∇Td/Td=- aref∇Tc/Tc  4.47 

-aref∇TDbeam/TDbeam   -0.64  

νe/νd     22.99 

νc/νd      9.71 

νDbeam/νd     0.0053  

Tref (keV)=Te    0.46 

aref  (m)    0.66 

nref = ne  (m-3)    5.7x19 

βref                                                       0.05 

Freq norm=(Tref/mref)0.5/aref  (sec-1)      0.73 
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Table II. Wave vectors, growth rates and real frequencies of the fastest growing mode 

for each Kν. The microtearing mode range dominant is shaded grey. 

Kν Wave Vector Growth Rate Real Frequency 

0 0.5 5.26 1.80 
0.002 0.5 5.67 1.81 
0.005 0.5 5.82 1.82 
0.01 0.5 5.87 1.85 
0.05 0.5 4.96 1.92 
0.1 0.5 3.67 1.92 

0.25 0.5 2.87 -2.57 
0.5 0.5 2.79 -2.85 

0.75 0.4 2.58 -2.51 
1 0.4 2.36 -2.63 

1.25 0.4 2.15 -2.74 
1.5 0.4 1.93 -2.83 

1.75 0.4 1.73 -2.92 
2 0.4 1.54 -2.99 

2.5 0.3 1.21 -2.40 
3 0.4 0.88 -3.24 
4 0.8 0.88 0.15 
5 0.3 0.78 0.26 

10 0.8 1.00 0.24 
 

Table III. Comparison of parameters for NSTX case [2, 20] and three proposed ITER [4, 

5, 6] scenarios. 

Parameter  NSTX  ITER [4] ITER[6] ITER[6] 

R(m)   1.0  8.1  6.4  6.5 

a(m)   0.6  2.8  2.0  2.0 

Ip(MA)   0.8  21  15  12 

BT(0)(T)  0.49  5.68  5.3  5.4 

Ne(0)(m-3)  

! 

5 "10
19 

! 

9.6 "10
19 

! 

4 "10
19 

! 

3.2 "10
19  

Ti(0)(keV)  1.5  15  12  17   

Zeff   2  1.9  1.5  2.3  
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Figures 
 
    

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Time history of NSTX shot 108730; Ip is the plasma current, PNB is the neutral 
beam power, Ti(0) and Te(0) are the ion and electron temperatures at the center of the 
plasma, ne(0) is the electron density at the center of the plasma, 

! 

n 
e
is the line averaged 

density, Wtot is the total stored energy, and Dα is the emission rate of Dα radiation.  
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Figure 2. Temperature (a, b), density (c), and safety factor (d) profiles as a function of r/a 

in the plasma, at t=0.4 and 0.6 seconds. The time of interest is 0.4 seconds at the radius 

r/a=0.65 (red lines) for the calculation. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Figure 3. Growth rates and real frequencies (Mhz) of the fastest growing modes as a 
function of the collisionality scaling factor, Kν, plotted on a linear scale (a, b) and log 

scale (c). The grey region indicates ITG mode, white indicates the microtearing mode, 
and the green line is the experimental value of the collisionality scaling factor, Kν=1. The 

region of collisionalities for the proposed ITER plasmas is shown in (c).  
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Figure 4. Evolution of electrostatic eigenfunctions for fastest growing mode as Kν 

increases from 0 to 10. The mode changes from single-peak ITG mode (a) to 
microtearing mode (b-g) to double-peaked ITG mode (h-i). θ is the poloidal field line 

angle. 
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